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HEN the filly Celestation,

(pictured above - blue
silks),owned by the

Kingsley Park 5 partnership, regained the

lead in the last stride of the first division

of Newcastle’s Capital North East

Handicap on October 20, she became

Mark Johnston’s 200th winner of the

year.

And that means he has clocked up a

double-century of winners for a

remarkable seven times.  

He did it first in 2009, becoming the

first trainer to record 200 British Flat

wins in a calendar year. It was a fantastic

feat, achieved at a strike rate of 18%, and

by the end of that year the tally of

winners had reached 216.

As the table below shows, Mark has

managed to repeat the feat in six of the

eight seasons since that landmark

success. In the history of British Flat

racing, only six other double-centuries

have been recorded by other trainers.

Richard Hannon Sr managed the feat in

four successive years from 210; his son

Richard achieved a double-ton in 2014;

and Richard Fahey did likewise in 2015.

You could say that, in terms of British

double-centuries, the score stands at

Mark Johnston 7, All Other Trainers 6!

This year’s double-century was, as our

table shows, Mark’s fourth quickest.
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Seventh double-century

In this table, figures shown in red

denote the years the other trainers also

had 200 or more winners.

When discussing such feats, critics

may argue that quantity is being

prioritised over quality. At Kingsley Park,

nothing could be further from the truth.

Mark’s priority is always to put owners’

interests first, and horses are only entered

to run under that guiding principle.

A glance at our table shows that only

in 2010 and 2013 did Mark field more

runners than his principal rivals, while

the breakthrough double-century in 2009,

and the double-ton achieved in 2015,

were both amassed from the two lowest

‘total runners’ stats on our table.

Many years ago, when Mark overtook

the late Sir Henry Cecil’s record of

successive domestic centuries of wins,

the Klarion decided to refer to MJR as

‘the most consistent winner-finding

stable’ in Britain. Mark’s seven double-

centuries have taken that description into

a new dimension, but it remains as

accurate, and important, a title as ever.

Year
Mark’s

total

Date of

200th win

Mark’s

runs

R Fahey

runs

R Hannon

Snr, runs

R Hannon

Jnr, runs

2009 216 23/10 1227 1106 1371 -

2010 211 15/10 1458 1356 1341 -

2011 171 - 1311 1224 1408 -

2012 215 9/10 1344 1294 1367 -

2013 216 25/10 1557 1287 1412 -

2014 207 29/9 1344 1502 - 1404

2015 204 27/11 1208 1691 - 1382

2016 195 - 1413 1739 - 1357

2017* 206 20/10 1299 1624 - 1264

British Flat wins (* denotes figures as at 27/10/17) of trainers who
have trained a double-century in a calendar year


